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1 Analysis of cellular functions by
using fluorescent proteins

Taro Okada
（Biochemistry）

The fluorescent proteins are now widely used in the research of cell biology, not only as a reporter of expression but
also as biosensors. In this lecture, several techniques using fluorescent proteins for analysis of cellular function will
be presented.

2 Introduction to Forensic
Toxicology and Forensic Pathology

Yasuhiro Ueno （Legal
Medicine）

The general basics of Forensic Toxicology and Forensic Pathology will be lectured.

3 Introduction to cancer cell biology Yasuhiro Minami
（Cell Physiology）

Molecular mechanisms of cancer cell properties will be presented.

4 Molecular basis for tumor
suppressor gene function

Tomohiko Maehama
（Moleculoar and
Cellular Biology）

This lecture will introduce the molecular mechanisms for famous tumor suppressors and their deregulation in tumors.

5 Basics of lipid signaling Toshiki Ito
（Membrane Biology）

This lecture will introduce the basic principles of signal transduction pathway mediated by lipid molecules in the
biological membrane.

6 Introduction to Virology  Ikuo Shoji
（Infectious Disease

Control）

The general basics and the current topics of Virology will be lectured.

7 Basic study of herpesvirus Jun Arii
 （Clinical Virology）

The Basic study of herpesvirus will be lectured.

8 Introduction to brain science from
diseases

Toru Takumi
（Physiology）

This lecture introduces multi-leveled approaches from molecular to behavioral levels towards understanding the
pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders such as autism.

9 The mononuclear phagocyte
system in Oncoimmunology

Yasuyuki Saito
 （Molecular and

Cellular Signaling）

The mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS) comprises monocytes, macrophages, and dendritic cells (DCs). Recent
studies have revealed that they are distinct from each other and have specialized functions in the immune system.
This lecture highlights the feature of MPS in the context of tissue homeostasis as well as tumor immunity.

10 Basics of immunohistochemistry
and its pitfall

Tomoo Ito
（Diagnostic
Pathology）

Immunohistochemistry is an essential method in current pathological diagnosis and various medical fields. With
appropriate staining procedures, we can learn various things from the result, which lead to accurate diagnoses and
various scientific facts. However, once we face with inappropriated staining or unexpected results,
immunohistochemistry will turn to be fairly misleading and lead to impossible mistakes. In this lecture, basics of
immumohistochemistry and its pitfalls will be discussed.

11 Introduction to membrane traffic Hiroaki Kajiho
（Membrane
Dynamics）

Molecular mechanisms of membrane traffic and cell-free assay systems for analyzing membrane traffic will be
presented.

12 Fundamentals to recent topics on
neuropsychopharmacology

Shiho kiotaoka
（Pharmacology）

I will introduce the typical neurological disease models and important techniques to investigate molecular basis of
disease. This lecture will help you understand neuropharmacology and provide a guide to the recent topics in stress-
induced cellular and behavioral changes as well as neuroimmune interaction.

13 Neuroscientific research methods
using genetic manipulation of
zebrafish

Satoshi Kikkawa
（Structural Medicine

and Anatomy）

In this lecture experimental approaches on neuroscience using genetic maninulation on small fresh water model
animal zebrafish will be introduced along with some practical examples.

14 Basic principal of analytical
chemistry

Masakazu Shinohara
（Epidemiology）

Overview and applications of Mass Spectrometry based analytical chemistry for medical research.

15 Adult Neural Stem Cell
Regulation by Extracellular
Signals

Hideki Enomoto
（Neural

Differentiation and
Regeneration）

This lecture is aimed to provide a novel concept of organogenesis learnt from studying neural crest cells which are
multipotent cells that differentiate into various cell types including neurons, glia, mesenchymal cells, melanocytes
etc.

◎Lecture in Japanese
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